
END OF LINE

BAKEPACK END OF LINE SOLUTIONS

we make to bake

The process does not stop with the production of your end products. Transport is an essential link in the chain from 

producer to customer. BakePack knows this better than anyone. Based on our expertise in logistics, we can offer you 

various concepts for preparing your products for shipment quickly and without damage. 

With our conveying system, we supply complete handling systems suitable for a wide range of international crate 

standards. In addition to storage systems for dirty and/or clean crates, each concept is made up of multiple components. 

These are crate denesters, nesters, stackers and elevators, crate washing machines and crate loaders. 

BakePack can also supply supplementary equipment for fully computerized dolly/trolley handling.

These machines are linked together by heavy-duty conveyors and a computer-controlled operating system. 

This ensures that your system operates properly and reliably.

characteristics



description

we make to bake

Turnkey Solutions
BakePack’s most important product is: the correct solution. BakePack mainly 
owes its good reputation and market position to its flexible attitude and its ability 
to find  solutions for bakeries. The company creates this flexibility because 
it has its own engineering, production and assembly facilities. Furthermore, 
thanks to partnerships with other high-quality suppliers, BakePack is able to 
meet the increasing demand for turnkey end of line solutions from industrial 
bakeries.

capacity Custom Made 

Verhoeven Bakery Equipment Family is the umbrella organisations of the specialized labels BVT Dough Process Solutions, 
Newcap Industrial Handling Solutions, Vacuum Cooling & Baking Solutions and Backpack End of Line Solutions.  

The Family provides custom made bakery equipment architecture and turn-key solutions for the modern, industrials bakery 
markets for more information please contact: 

 
 Verhoeven Bakery Equipment Family. +31(0)412630545 email: info@verhoevenfamily.com www.verhoevenfamily.com

additional information Therefore BakePack continually meets the technical and hygienic requirements 
of a demanding industry – including the increased demand for efficiency, 
data collection, packaging machine integration and service. BakePack offers 
various end of line solutions such as transport systems, box filling, vision and 
x-ray control, weighing control, and handling filled boxes on dollies or pallets. 
 

dimensions Custom Made 


